Hammer Bowling is adding 2 more options to their catalog. One is an expansion of the Web
series and the other…well, the return of one of the most famous balls in the industry. Also,
Radical is adding a new ball to their top line to join both versions of the popular Results.
Hammer Web M.B. (WWRD 11/19/2020)
Following the tremendous and continued success of the Hammer Web TE Hybrid, Hammer
Bowling introduces the new Web M.B. (Mass Bias) to its Upper-Mid Performance line. With a
reshaping of the spheroid core to change this ball into a medium asymmetrical (0.018), the Web
M.B. adds a stronger back end motion. Using the Semtex base (found on earlier Black Widows)
and adding new additives will make this ball ideal for medium oil volumes. The colors are a
combination of Dark Blue & Purple and are finished at 500/1000 Siaair with Crown Factory
Compound added. As always with Hammer balls the outer core is carbon fiber infused. Lighter
weights (12-13 lbs.) have an adjusted core that still gives a diff of 0.043 and an asym. diff of
0.011. The new Hammer Web M.B. would also be a perfect complement to the…….

Hammer Black Widow 2.0 (WWRD 11/19/2020)

What can we say here? The long awaited return of the iconic Hammer Black Widow has come.
Reflecting back to the Black and Red colors plus using the Gas Mask core and now with
Carbon Fiber Infused outer core, the Black Widow 2.0 will excite fans once again. The cover is
the Aggression Solid formula finished at 500/1000/2000 Siaair to handle medium to heavy
volumes. The Black Widow 2.0 adds another shape offering in the Upper-Mid Performance line.
Again, the lighter weight options (12-13 lbs) have the core change with its tech numbers at
12lbs- RG 2.612, DIFF 0.043, ASY 0.011 and 13lbs RG 2.612 DIFF 0.043, ASY 0.011.

www.hammerbowling.com

#NothingHitsLikeAHammer

Radical Incognito (WWRD 11/019/2020)
Radical Bowling introduces a new core design and coverstock create a strong overall
hooking motion, but with the focus being down lane. The cover stock is called S.H.A.R.P.
which stands for Strong Hooking Angular Reactive Performance. You should see a quicker
and sharper motion from the breakpoint. The color scheme is Black and Blue and finished at
500/1000/2000 Siaair for heavy volumes and is only available in 14-16 lbs. The taller core
design has the tech numbers (in 15lbs.) RG 2.487, DIFF .0053 INT DIFF 0.017. These
numbers equate to easy rev, strong hook potential and reaction.

www.RadicalBowling.com

#ThatsRadical

Please visit each brands website for more information where you can sign up for first to know
emails. You can also like them on Facebook or follow them on Twitter. As always, you can
contact me with any questions at www.info@filltheframes.com or (310) 784-1901.

